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The book provides an insider story of GM’s EV1, the first mass-produced electric car of the 
modern era by a major manufacturer (1996-1999). Written in a fiction-style of narrative, it 
accounts for the development of the Impact (the prototype, 1990), how they overcame the 
technical obstacles (with prior experience and help of Alan Cocconi), how it motivated the 
California Air Resources Board (CARB) to mandate major carmakers to include emission-free 
vehicles in their productions (which led to these manufacturers developing such prototypes that 
later served as experience in the field), the beta-testing stage of the vehicle, and the debates and 
inconsistency inside the company itself (development vs. management). The book ends in 1995 
with a happy ending, but three years after its publication, GM called back all the EV1s and 
destroyed most of them (They were leased out instead of sold) in 1999. In 2010 GM released the 
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This book discusses how Volkswagen will try to overtake Toyota as the number one car 
manufacturer in the world by comparing the production, research and development, and outreach 
of each company.  In particular, the book speaks to our research about the components, 
production, and pros and cons of electric cars in the current car industry.  Wimmer acknowledges 
the government and public interest in investing in alternative sources of fuel for cars given the 
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